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download film mahabharata full dubbing terjemahan indonesiaQ: How can I exclude one public property in Model Initialization? I'm using Entity Framework 6. I have a model with about a dozen properties public class MyModel { public int A { get; set; } public int B { get; set; } public int C { get; set; } public int D { get; set; } // 10 more properties (all public) } How can I tell EF to initialize the first 7
properties before the next 7 properties? A: If you're using Code First (or if you're using Code First and then Code Second), you can skip the configuration of each of the classes that contain these properties by adding attributes to the classes themselves. [NotMapped] public int A { get; set; } [NotMapped] public int B { get; set; } [NotMapped] public int C { get; set; } [NotMapped] public int D { get;

set; } // 10 more properties (all public) If you're using the DbContext generator, you'll need a less verbose name for each attribute. In those cases you'd want to use something like: [NotMapped] public int A { get; set; } [NotMapped] public int B { get; set; } [NotMapped] public int C { get; set; } [NotMapped] public int D { get; set; } // 10 more properties (all public) You can find information on
attribute usage in the documentation. Q: Django-rest-auth not accepted user I was trying to integrate authentication and authorization to my project (using Django 1.8 and Django rest auth) and I couldn't manage to be able to create users in my database in the admin page (the required fields are all filled, but when I log in, I'm redirected to the view authentication/login which throws me a 500

error). Here is my code : settings.py import os import json LOGIN_URL = '/auth/login/' LOG
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